
	

	
As a frequent traveler, I still struggle with what to pack for trips. If it's a short 
one, all I want to do is bring the essentials—which raises the question, what 
exactly are those essentials? Of course, there's significant nuance with any of 
this. If your hair is curly, your essentials are going to be much different from 
someone's who has straight hair. Or for makeup, maybe your priority is to 
cover up zits, maybe it's to fill in brows, or maybe you always wear a 
signature red lip—which all obviously use different products. This being said, 
there are some universally helpful and strategic basics that will make your 
on-the-go routine more efficient with less bulk. And from here, you can toss 
in any other items that are essential for you. 
If you bring only one hair care item... 
Make it a smart co-wash. Hotel shampoo and conditioners can be rough on 
hair. To start, there's a very good chance the shampoo contains drying, harsh 
sulfates. And the conditioners are likely full of fillers and little nutrients. But a 
well-formulated co-wash will clean without stripping and add in some 
moisture. "You want to make sure that it actually has cleansing agents in it; 
so many cleansing conditioners don't have strong enough cleansers, so you 
get buildup," says hairstylist Sam Brocato, founder of Sam Brocato Salonand 
the new natural hair care line Together Beauty. His Wash & Co Cleansing 
Conditioner is made with coconut-derived surfactants, so it will lift off 
impurities, but the added oils and quinoa will keep even the driest strands 
hydrated. (Those with fine hair likely avoid co-washes as they think it will 
weigh down their hair, but since it's just for a trip, you'll be fine for a few 
days.) Another bonus: A good co-wash can act as a leave-in conditioner, 
styling product, and protectant, which you'll need for those harsh hotel blow-
dryers. "Just use a tiny amount—less than you would a normal styling 
product," he says. 
 
Direct Link: https://www.mindbodygreen.com/articles/the-best-beauty-essentials-to-pack-

when-you-are-traveling 


